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Disclaimer
This document is issued within the frame and for the purpose of the NIVA project. This project has received funding from
the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No. 842009. The
opinions expressed and arguments employed herein do not necessarily reflect the official views of the European
Commission.
This document and its content are the property of the NIVA Consortium. All rights relevant to this document are
determined by the applicable laws. Access to this document does not grant any right or license on the document or its
contents. This document or its contents are not to be used or treated in any manner inconsistent with the rights or
interests of the NIVA Consortium or the Partners detriment and are not to be disclosed externally without prior written
consent from the NIVA Partners.
Each NIVA Partner may use this document in conformity with the NIVA Consortium Grant Agreement provisions.
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1. Motivation
1.1.

Existing problem

Decisions cannot be made without data and its analysis. Thus data accessing and harvesting are
essential processes in information technology (IT). Although these processes can be done manually, IT
aims to automate them. But some challenges exist. Firstly, information is not always accessible at ease.
Of course, it might not be a problem when data is stored locally. Otherwise, in order to access
externally produced and stored data, the connectivity and operability between a receiver and
accessible data have to be addressed. Secondly, without accessibility the data harvesting requires a
comprehensive integration of processes and data: the processes, queried in the receiver's system, have
to be interpreted the same way as in the sender’s system. Only then the sender can respond and send
the required data. The same is valid for data, therefore both processes and data have to be integrated.
These problems are known in the NIVA project as well. National Paying Agencies (NPA) in the European
Member States are responsible for administering farmers’ applications which they have to submit in
order to receive payments. Applications are managed within internal NPA systems, where experts
define certain parameters for dedicated tasks, afterward, they manually check and compare various
data between different systems, from external registers, internet websites, and databases. Usually,
this process is time consuming, error-prone, redundant, thus has to be automated.

1.2.

Possible solutions

One of the ways to avoid manual work is automation. Automation is understood as a function with
fewer as possible required human activities in order to finish the function. Thus the automation of
accessibility and data harvesting could be identified as accessing the external system and retrieving
data from that system automatically with fewer manual activities as possible. This can be done in a
number of ways, for instance: integration, interoperability, and Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs), etc.
Integration is the process of combining multiple applications to function together as a unified whole.
It uses a middleware (or we can call it as an “adapter”) to bring multiple applications together. This
middleware translates the data and makes “it work”. In other words: if an Englishman can’t speak to
German, he brings a German translator with him. So they can talk and understand each other.
Another way is interoperability. Interoperability is more advanced and meaningful than integration.
Interoperability incorporates content from multiple disparate and entirely independent systems to
advance the effective delivery of solutions. Interoperability is a real-time data exchange between
systems without middleware. In other words: if an Englishman wants to speak to German, he learns
German. So the interoperable systems have the ability not only to share information but to interpret
incoming data and present it as it was received, preserving its original context.
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APIs are application programming interfaces, which are the products of integration and
interoperability. They enable data transmission between different applications, define calls and data
requests (how the call or request has to be made, what data formats should be used, etc.) With the
help of APIs the other systems, which are not integrated and interoperable, can receive data and
interpret it in the same way as the sender’s system does. This is very useful for multiple basic systems,
thus even, for instance, a typical internet browser can use API, retrieve and interpret valuable data.
When none of these above-mentioned ways work, when there is no way to integrate applications of
their data, when interoperability is low or there is no at all, when APIs cannot be applied, then the
solution is robotic process automation (RPA, or shorter: “robot”).
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2. Available RPA tools
2.1.

Types of RPA tools

A number of different RPA tools are developed. They can be in different types (attended, unattended
and hybrid), focused on different industries (healthcare, retail, telecommunications, banking,
insurance, manufacturing, etc.) and have different forms of licensing (commercial, open-source). Costs
of commercial RPA tools could be very high, therefore the NIVA project emphasized open data and
universal, unlicensed tools, which could be used in other countries with minimal costs and this paper
aimed particularly at open-source, but comprehensive robots. Open solutions have multiple
advantages: they have no license costs, they can be scaled at ease, they depend on continuous
development, they have limitless extensibility and their tools are state of the art, their security is open
for audit and they have an active global community, free online resources, and documentation.
We searched open-source RPA tools using Google search engine, also Github repositories, scientific
articles, and books. Because the focus was on open-source initiatives, websites promoting commercial
RPA tools were avoided. In the end, we had a list of available RPA tools.

2.2.

Shortlisted RPA tools

In total we shortlisted 7 open-source RPA tools:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Robot Framework;
Tag UI;
Taskt;
Automagica;
Robocorp;
OPAL;
Roro.

Each of them had different features and were better suited for different tasks, thus there was a
need to analyze them in details and answer the following questions:
-

Is it easy to use?
Complicated tools require additional effort in order to make them fully functional, thus it is
important to select a tool that would be easy to use.

-

What kind of interface does it have?
The interface connects users with the application. The graphic user interface is easier to
understand and to handle, however, it requires additional development and input from
creators of the tool. While other interface types require specific knowledge.
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-

What technology is it based on?
Different technologies might affect a robot's configurability and options. Some of the features
are typical for one type of technology, others for another, therefore it is important to know
what are the requirements and what are the preferences of technology used in RPA.

-

What kind of license does it have?
Licencing is an important factor which delineates the project, where the robot is intended to be
used, costs. As this project intends, the focus is open and free to use tools.

-

Can it be used for working with desktop apps, web apps, databases?
Different robots are designated for different purposes: some are more oriented to test desktop
applications, other focus on browser activities, or retrieve data. Some might be suitable for any
situation but would miss other features, what specific tools have.

-

What kind of reporting/logging does it have?
Reporting and logging are important features, required to observe, track, and document
robot’s activities, possible failures, and obstacles. Therefore it is always preferable to have one
or another way of reporting and logging.

-

Is it easy to set up?
Easy setup and fast operability without countless configurations and libraries are always
preferable because it saves time and enables to install RPAs on multiple devices at ease.

-

Is it OS-independent?
Different applications can run on different operating systems. To automate their processes
there is a need for a robot capable to work in that environment. An OS-independent robot is
capable of using the same parameters and working on different OS. This feature gives higher
interoperability and flexibility to the robot, thus it is more preferable.

Answering these questions three, most suitable RPA tools have been listed:
●
●
●

Robot Framework;
Automagica;
Taskt.

But in order to choose the most comprehensive one, a detailed evaluation of three RPA tools has
to be done.
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3. Methods of evaluation
3.1.

Setting criteria

Each evaluation is based on solely or multiple criteria. “Criteria” is known as a principle or a standard
by which something may be judged or decided. Decision or judgment is done by addressing a feasible
set of criteria’s possibilities. In this paper, we can call it “criteria’s score”. Criteria’s score can be
boolean (“Yes” or “No”), qualitative or quantitative. In order to make an evaluation simpler, we
decided to use quantitative criteria. Thus some of the criteria were quantified (for instance, “pricing”
represented a pricing policy rather than a price itself). In total we set fourteen criteria, which would
impact on RPA tool’s applicability, ability, use, costs, and functionality:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Pricing;
DB handling;
Orchestration;
Parallel execution;
GUIs robots work with;
OCR / image handling;
Usability (ease of use);
Versatility / features;
Reporting / logs;
Community and support;
Popularity;
Web Services;
OS;
File handling.

These criteria were addressed in the process of choosing the most suitable for our task RPA tool.

3.2.

Evaluation

The evaluation has been done for three shortlisted RPA tools (Robot framework, Automagica, Taskt)
addressing above listed criteria. Because multiple criteria have been used, their scores had to be
quantified and composed employing weights of the criteria into an index (or a final score). In that way,
each RPA tool was evaluated by each criterion in the points’ scale from 5 (best) to 1 (worst). Following
table highlights all criteria and their weights and number of points.
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Table 1. Multi-criteria evaluation of selected RPA tools
RPA score
Criteria
(weight)

Points’ scale from 5 (best) to 1
(worst)

Robot
Framework

Automagica

Taskt

5

3

5

5

5

5

3

5

5

5

4

4

5

4

4

5

5

5

4

3

5

5

3

1

3

3

3

5

4

3

5 - all features are free
Pricing (5)

1 - free only for non-commercial
use
5 - JDBC (Oracle + >5 DB)

DB handling (5)
1 - only one DB
Orchestration
(5)
Parallel
execution (5)

5 - native functionality
1 - none
5 - unlimited number of processes
1 - none
5 - web + desktop + mobile

Robot’s GUIs (4) 4 - web + desktop
3 - web or desktop only
OCR / image
handling (4)
Usability, ease
of use (3)
Versatility /
features (2)
Reporting / logs
(3)

Community and
support (3)

niva4cap.eu

1 - no support
5 - support
5 - GUI + command line
1 - programming only
5 - lots of add-ons (>30)
1 - very few (<5)
5 - graphical analyzer
1 - text logs
5 - active community forums,
extensive
user
guides
/
documentation,
last version update in less than 6
months.
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1 - no forums, no updates
5 - popular
Popularity (1)

5

3

1

5

1

3

5

5

3

5

5

5

221

192

197

1 - unpopular
5 - rest, soap
WebServices (2) 3 - one of them
1 - none
5 - all OS (Linux, Windows, iOS)
4 - Linux
OS (3)
3 - Windows
2 - iOS
5 - can read / parse MS Office files

File handling (3)

4 - can read / write *.txt files
3 - structured data (*.csv, *.xml)
read

Final score (including weighting)

Some of the functions (for instance, database, OCR and file handling) more or less all three RPA
tools handled quite well, however, Robot Framework was ahead in such tasks like in web services,
in versatility and having the highest number of features, but failed by scoring the lowest point in
orchestration (resources’ management, creation, monitoring, and deployment). In the end, the
Robot Framework scored the most points (scoring in total 221 points, while Taskt received 197
and Automagica got 192 points) and was chosen as the most comprehensive RPA tool.
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4. Robot Framework
4.1.

Features

Robot Framework is an open-source RPA solution for acceptance testing, acceptance test-driven
development (ATDD), and used to automate business processes. It is open and extensible, therefore it
can be integrated with any other tool in order to create even more powerful and flexible RPA solutions.
The core of Robot Framework, the generic automation platform, is very popular and has an active
community of developers and users in many industry-leading companies, which uses it in their
software development. This leads to active and continuous support and improvements. The
community works actively toward additional functionality, like optical image recognition, HTTP APIs,
database access, remote execution, and iOS and Android application support, while orchestration
functionality in commercial projects is mostly available through Jenkins plugins.
The Robot Framework has a simple plain text syntax, which can be extended by libraries using Java or
Python. This enables any user to integrate new functionality into the Robot Framework.
Because Robot Framework is open source, it is free to use without any licensing costs and users can
run any number of Robot Framework RPA processes in parallel. This enables even small enterprises to
automate some of their tasks with limited costs

4.2.

Advantages

The main advantages of the Robot Framework against other open-source RPA tools are versatility,
flexibility, and popularity. Due to its popularity Robot Framework has rich documentation and vibrant
community with various online forums and meetup groups. The framework has a rich ecosystem
around it, consisting of libraries and tools that are developed as separate projects. Also, it is important
to mention that Robot Framework is an operating system and application independent, which enables
it to operate everywhere.

4.3.

Used-cases

The Robot Framework has been used in a number of cases around the world. Robot Framework was
initially developed at Nokia Networks and it is used extensively by the whole company. It is used for
testing different devices, software systems, and protocols via GUIs, APIs, and various other interfaces.
ABB (a Swiss-Sweedish corporation, working mainly in robotics, power, heavy electrical equipment,
and automation technology areas) is using the Robot Framework in software development for testing
distribution automation-related configuration tools, web interfaces, and embedded devices.
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Another famous company, Cisco, its Customer Experience supports the testing & validation of Cisco
and 3rd party solutions using Robot Framework. This includes Solution Validation Services (SVS)
delivered both on Cisco-premise and customer-premise as part of a NetDevOps (CI/CD) process where
continuous validation accelerates technology adoption, de-risks IT deployments, changes, and
upgrades, and ensures complex migrations are transparent.
Robot Framework is also employed in Finnair to support Finnair digital platform development, in US
Naval Research Laboratory where it is used to provide seamless integration with SAGE multi-agent
system and allows to drive a distributed simulation and monitoring for test automation or used in
Ryerson University (Canada) to test mobile and desktop applications. These and many other companies
actively use the Robot Framework. They directly sponsor and contribute to the continuous
development and applications of the Robot Framework.

niva4cap.eu
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5. Applicability
5.1.

Configuration options and flexibility

The Robot Framework utilizes a human-readable syntax which is based on keywords. Keywords are
composable, meaning you can define new keywords that use pre-existing keywords provided by the
libraries to interact with the target system. Libraries can communicate with the system either directly
or using other tools as drivers. Figure 1 shows a list of libraries, used in the Robot Framework.
Figure 1. List of libraries, resource files and variables for the test suite

In the scenario below you can see the mixture of default keywords from different libraries and usercreated keywords. You can combine preset keywords and create your own readable keywords in order
to have clear and structured test cases. For example, in the image below (figure 2) you can see the
keyword “Paruošti paraišką” (in Engl.: “Prepare the application”) which contains all steps needed to be
completed to prepare the application in focus for checking.

niva4cap.eu
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Figure 2. Scenario view in the RIDE editor

In the editor, the user has to specify actions based on the keywords, to create automated logs and “IF”
scenarios. For instance, if the operation passed, Robot should act in one way, if failed - in another way
and note the user in both ways. Figure 3 shows Robot Framework logging procedures for different
conditions for a specific operation, named as a certain keyword.
Figure 3. Logging and reporting configuration for the operation, named as a certain keyword

Figure 4 shows the whole procedure which Robot Framework has to perform in order to complete
designated tasks. Using code the user can type in what should be done if certain conditions appear.
For instance, after specific operations, if the defined outcome was received, then Robot Framework
has to open a browser or a selected system, if Robot acquires a certain file or reaches specific order,
then a file should be renamed and moved or a specific button has to be pressed. This shows that Robot
Framework is fully customizable and by having some scripting skills, the tasks can be automated.
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Figure 4. A fragment of assigned procedures and scenarios for a specific keyword “Paruosti paraiska”
(in Engl.: “Prepare the application”)

5.2.

Test-case in NMA

The Robot Framework was intended to apply in a test case for the Lithuanian Payment Agency (NMA).
NMA is dealing with farmers’ applications, which are managed within the internal NMA system. During
this process, experts define certain parameters and manually check and compare various data
between different systems, external registers, and other data storage. Such a process requires
attentive manual activity, it is error-prone and time-consuming, thus NMA aims to automate it.
For demo and test purposes, following tasks for Robot Framework were addressed:
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1. To edit data of certified fields in the PPAIS system (Lithuanian application’s administration
system in NMA) depending on certificate data of Ekoagros website. The robot has to check
the certificate data in Ekoagros website (an external data repository) and based on that, edit
specific fields in the internal system.
2. To save certain certificates in HTML format in a specific directory in the hard drive.
3. Based on certification information, change farmers’ applications’ attributes if needed.
Figure 5. Setting up the Robot Framework in Farmers’ application administration system

In order to perform these tasks, specific software configurations were used:
●

Python 3.8.2;

●

Robot Framework 3.1.2;

●

RIDE - Standalone Robot Framework test data editor.

Moreover, additional external libraries were employed (usually there are some analogs of libraries, so
the choice depends on your exact needs at the moment):
●

SeleniumLibrary - a web testing library that internally uses a popular Selenium tool. Its
purpose was to get needed data from certificates on Ekoagros website;

●

SikuliLibrary - it provides keywords to test user interface (UI) through Sikulix (uses image
recognition powered by OpenCV to identify GUI components). This library was used to
interact with PPAIS application based on Oracle Forms;

●

OracleDB - library for Oracle database testing;

niva4cap.eu
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●

ExcelRobot - library for handling Excel files from Robot Framework.

Step-by-step actions of automated tasks, performed by Robot Framework:
1. Read data from XLS (MS Office, Excel) file row by row.
2. Analyze data of every row and run operations depending on analysis results:
a. Check specific cells in the row (reg. number, status);
b. Execute database queries based on checked cell data in the rows;
c. Depending on query results, open Oracle Forms and edit application data, if needed;
d. Open Web Application, find required information by application number, save it to
HTML file and read needed information to array;
e. Run database query based on saved array data;
f.

Return to Oracle Forms and save check result for each application;

g. Save results for all checked rows in the XLS file.
Robot Framework as input takes the data from XLS file, compares it with the data in the database, if
needed edits other data in the repository, searches for other data in the web application, saves in
HTML and array, runs a query again, checks the result and saves again in the XLS file. Using the Robot
Framework, this process approximately takes about 3 minutes (see in figure 6, the execution log of the
Robot Framework). Meanwhile manually it varies from 10 minutes to 1 hour. Therefore, Robot
Framework in NMA for that specific case can do the work of a number of people: 3 (worst case) and
20 (best case). Robot Framework does it not only faster but without any required repetitive input from
the user - as well as less prone to errors due to repetitive activities.
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Figure 6. Robot Framework automated task’s statistics and execution log

Robot Framework has very detailed logging and reporting. It is structured and easy to read. The report
provides information about successful and unsuccessful test suites, test cases, and separate
commands that are marked in different colors. Such detailed reporting helps users to monitor Robot
Framework tests and control various issues. Additionally, Robot Framework is able to make
screenshots for every step and includes them in the report. Figure 7 shows the logs and screenshots
of the Oracle Forms within the optical character recognition (OCR) activity. Logging with screenshots
greatly improves the handling of errors and helps to follow the step-by-step procedure much easier.
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Figure 7. Execution log including screenshots of the Oracle Forms helps error handling and following
a whole automated procedure

5.3.

Robot Framework’s possibilities in NIVA project

NIVA (New IACS Vision in Action) project was initiated by Paying Agencies from 9 EU Member states in
order to create a new vision on the Integrated Administration and Control System (IACS) - the
instrument for common agricultural policy (CAP). The aim of this initiative is to collaborate in exploring
innovations and working together in creating an innovation ecosystem. This would help to modernize
IACS by making efficient use of digital solutions and e-tools, by creating reliable methodologies and
harmonized data sets for monitoring agricultural performance while reducing administrative burden
for farmers, paying agencies and other stakeholders.
NIVA project addresses a number of innovations, initiated by the EU Member States and their Paying
Agencies. These innovations are expressed as user expressed needs in demand-driven Use Cases. Use
Cases in NIVA vary a lot: from Earth Observation and crop change identification, indicator-based
environmental monitoring, assessment of farmer performance, pre-filled farmers’ applications,
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complex farm data registers to geotagged photo applications, farm machine data, and eligibility
schemes. It is desirable that use cases would be linked to each other. That would increase solutions’
complexity, but ensures their integrity.
One of the linkages between use cases could be the data. Data as output in one use case could be used
as input in another one. But data itself cannot be obtained and integrated easily. That is the case where
the RPA, such as Robot Framework would help. Robot Framework, as shown in this paper, could check,
analyze, compare, and retrieve data.
For instance, earth observation (EO) monitoring data is needed for pre-filled farmers’ applications
(figure 8) If this data cannot be integrated, Robot Framework could help (dashed lines in a figure
below). After the data is classified, the Robot Framework could be set to convert raster data to vector
data with attributes (for instance, crop type). The robot would check the application's parcel centroid
coordinates and would identify what EO data belongs to that parcel, based on the answer, Robot
Framework would fill the application with the certain EO data. Similarly with the agro-environmental
indicators, if the data integration is limited, data can be integrated using the Robot Framework.
Figure 8. Earth observations’ data and agro-environmental indicators’ integration in pre-filled
applications using the Robot Framework

.

A similar application is possible with the agricultural-machine data and pre-filled application (figure 9).
Machine data, as a CSV file, is uploaded by farmers to the NPA server and is linked to the farmer's
application, but is not directly integrated. Robot Framework could check applications and related CSV
files, calculate polygons, based on position data in CSV files and read the auxiliary data information
(for instance, from seeders’/planters’), so Robot could transfer the crop type to the application.
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Figure 9. Possible Robot Framework contribution by integrating machine data to pre-filled
applications.

Another possibility to use a robot is a cross-check information between geo-tagged photos and EO
(figure 10) if data integration is limited. For instance, all geo-tagged photos with identified crop-type
as point data with attributes is stored in a database, while EO data is stored in another database. Both
systems are different and not interoperable due to certain reasons. User can manually access one
system and navigate to a specific location and review geo-tagged photos. Similarly user could access
EO information on another system. The Robot framework could access geo-tagged photos information
by reading its point location and crop type and compare it with EO data, and warn if any discrepancies
are detected. This and other solutions are only a few examples of how Robot Framework could help to
automate tasks if no further integration is possible.
Figure 10. Cross-checking of discrepancies between EO and geo-tagged information using the Robot
Framework
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6. Discussion and conclusions
In this paper, we identified the main problem and the challenges of data harvesting and integration.
One of the solutions to overcome this problem is the RPA. We reviewed a list of open RPA tools and
chose the most comprehensive one, most suitable for NPA applications’ administrative tasks - the
Robot Framework. Moreover, we see a high potential for its use in other NIVA project cases as well.
The Robot Framework has been proved as an effective tool in Lithuanian NPA. It was capable of
automating specific tasks which by default would require manual work. One of the main advantages
of the Robot Framework - it uses the image recognition technology to identify visual components on
the screen, so the user can control very different systems and applications which are not supported by
other tools, for example, if a robot needs to communicate with an outdated or unpopular system.
Like most open tools (compared to commercial ones), the Robot Framework has some challenges, but
from another point of view - it is free to use, does not require any licenses and you can run unlimited
robots in parallel. These challenges, we faced during the preparation of the environment for the demo
use case in Lithuanian NMA were:
●

Long and complex start, if there is a lack of specialists, experienced in Robot Framework.

●

Preparing the framework, selecting and combining needed libraries, installing tools,
designing use-cases, and scripting scenarios require manual work and time. But after
gathering sufficient knowledge base this process becomes much faster.

●

Version compatibility problem. During the RPA environment preparation, we had to choose
all versions of framework modules very carefully. Not always and not all modules can
communicate with each other correctly. For example, after installing the newest Python
version plugins that have been updated for a long time may not work. Or if the robot needs
to communicate with an outdated system that, for example, only works with an old version
of IE, then it may be necessary to install older versions of drivers, plugins, or libraries.

●

Compared to paid products, the main disadvantage of the Robot Framework itself is that it
does not have a user-friendly GUI and the script needs to be written in text. Thus, a person
creating scenarios must have at least knowledge of “scripting” in a high-level language in
order to be able to quickly adapt to write scripts with the help of keywords. In exceptional
cases, when the standard keywords in the framework are not sufficient, the assistance of a
programmer may be required.

●

The tool uses optical character recognition, which: I) can be challenging by making the robot
recognize GUI elements correctly; II) process of image recognition cannot work as a
background process; III) due to operability with images, the process is slower.
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If these challenges are eliminated or minimized by having staff, experienced in Robot Framework and
scripting, the software is up to date and if there are no OCR issues, then there should be no major
difficulties to employ Robot Framework. However, if the tasks, which you would be willing to
automate, require less manual work, than the configuration itself, or there is a good possibility to
integrate both systems (receiving and sending) or their data, then the potential of the use of RPA is
low and is not recommended.
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